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Martinborough Bus Stops for Arrivals 
 
This document is intended to start discussion on providing the best possible service for arriving 
passengers on buses from Featherston Station. In no way should this document be considered to be 
a proposal. 
 
The Environment 
The biggest change to the Martinborough environment has been the development of the Waihinga 
Centre. The centre is functioning well for locals as a hub with the facilities they need and access to 
services they might not have previously used in the i-SITE Visitor Centre and spaces like the town 
square. 
 
The centre is working well for visitors too. Many visitors need the Waihinga Centre to be the starting 
point of their time in the area given that this is where the i-SITE Visitor Centre and public toilets are 
located.  
 
Arriving Bus Stop 
The bus service from Featherston Station currently stops in Kitchener Street near where the old  
i-SITE Visitor Centre was.  
 
Visitors disembark and walk through Martinborough. 
 
Visitors may know where they want to go and what they want to do. If not then the service they 
need is in the Waihinga Centre on the other side of the square. 
 
Discussion 

 Is the current bus stop arrangement for arriving visitors suitable? 

 Should the bus stop be at the Waihinga Centre and i-SITE Visitor Centre? 
o Would this be in keeping with the intention of the Waihinga Centre being a central 

point of activity? 

 Should there be more than one bus stop for arriving visitors? 

 Should visitors wander their way through town and then find the i-SITE Visitor Centre for 
additional information. Or should the i-SITE be the starting point in case they need it. 

 The Waihinga Centre and surrounds is the area for public toilets. Are toilets an important 
starting point after travel and before anything else happens? 

 Partners to engage in the discussion apart from Tranzit and Destination Wairarapa? 
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